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About

Stuart Green is Head of the Medical Physics department of the University Hospital Birmingham, and an active researcher in the School of Physics and Astronomy.

Stuart has published more than 70 peer-reviewed papers as well as book chapters on various aspects of radiation measurements and on boron neutron capture therapy.
He has received major grants from EPSRC and Cancer Research UK

He is a regular speaker on physics-based approaches to the treatment of cancer, including BNCT and proton and ion radiotherapy. He has recently completed a two year
term as President of the British Institute of Radiology.

Qualifications

PhD Physics, 1988
MSc in The Physics and Technology of Nuclear Reactors, 1985
BSc Physics, 1984

Teaching

Teaching Programmes

Medical Radiation Physics
Physics and Technology of Nuclear Reactors

Postgraduate supervision
Stuart has supervised approximately ten PhD student projects, mainly in the areas of boron neutron capture therapy and particle therapy. He has also supervised more
then 40 short (four month) Masters projects as part of the Birmingham MSc programmes.

Research

RESEARCH THEMES
Stuarts research focuses on the development and clinical implementation of physics-based techniques for the treatment of cancer. These are mainly particle therapy, and
boron neutron capture therapy, although Stuart also has interests ion other binary therapies and in conventional radiotherapy techniques. He has also been involved in
work to use chemicals which can be analysed on the breath as markers of disease or treatment.

RESEARCH ACTIVITY

Laser induced particle beams and LIBRA
Stuart is a Co-Applicant and a work-package coordinator for the EPSRC basic technology grant looking at the use of high power lasers as potential sources of particles for
radiotherapy. This LIBRA consortium involves a large number of UK Universities and research institutes (see the LIBRA project site (http://www.qub.ac.uk/sites/LIBRA/) for
more details.) with the Birmingham contribution being mainly related to accurate dosimetry of the emerging proton beams.

Boron Neutron Capture Therapy
Stuart is also a lead member of the Birmingham project to develop boron neutron capture therapy as a viable clinical option for treatment of highly invasive tumours which
are poorly treated by conventional methods. Work on this project is currently following three main themes:
•Development of the University Dynamitron accelerator as a clinical treatment facility, with all necessary associated dosimetry
•Fundamental studies on the radiobiology of high and low LET radiations and the interaction between the damage which they produce
•Understanding and optimisation of the delivery of the novel boron carrier compound, BPA-Mannitol, to patients with certain kinds of brain tumour

Other activities

President of the British Institute of Radiology (2008-2010)
Member of the International Advisory Board of the Cockroft Institute (2009 - )
Member of the Panel advising on the content of the National Measurement System in Acoustics and Ionising Radiation (2006- )
Member of the Board of Counsellors of the International Society for Neutron Capture Therapy (2004 - )
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